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  For the Comfort and Joy of the Journey Itself 
 
Last week, Martha and I departed on Friday in the wee hours of the morning to head 
to the East Coast for some time with family.  We fly into Providence, Rhode Island, as 
it is easy access to southern Massachusetts where most of Martha’s family resides 
and then to Rhode Island, where two of my three adult children and their families 
live.   We always look forward to seeing everyone and, in all honesty, visiting family 
can also be exhausting, physically, mentally, even spiritually.   
 
Family systems are complex organisms, aren’t they?  Even in our very best 
moments, we navigate family systems with half held breaths and memories of 
dashed or disappointed expectations.   And there seems to be an added layer of 
anticipatory angst when visiting during the holiday season which may bring its own 
veneer of “comfort and joy” along with everything else.    
 
I had hoped to visit with my sister, Marianne, for whom we pray each week who is 
courageously battling stage IV colon cancer.  Recently, the news was not what she 
had hoped to hear and thus, this season of Advent, this season of waiting, watching,  
and dare I say it, hope, is different than any other season she and our family have 
experienced.   In the end, she was not well enough for a visit and with a profound 
sense of sadness, I can say, I understand.  Each of us chooses to live and die on our 
own terms, in our very own unique and sometimes, hard to understand ways.   And, 
for those who love those who are traveling that difficult and painful road, it is up to 
us to respect and love even the decisions that are hard to accept.    
 
Returning to preach this week gave me a much-needed opportunity to reflect on the 
readings we have before us this second Sunday in Advent.   I was personally in great 
need of the words from the prophet Isaiah,  
 
 Comfort, O comfort my people, says your God.  Speak tenderly to Jerusalem, 
 and cry to her that she has served her term, that her penalty is paid, … 
 Every valley shall be lifted up, and every mountain and hill be made low; the  
 uneven ground shall be come level, and the rough places a plain.  The  
 glory of the Lord shall be revealed, and all people shall see it together, for the 
 mouth of the Lord has spoken. 
 
This is a bold declaration about the character of God to a demoralized people.   At 
issue in this text is the situation of God’s children, the people of Israel.  We can 
hardly imagine their misery, unless we remember the people of the earth in our own 
time who share their agony.  Stripped of the institutional structures that shaped 
their lives, their temple destroyed, their homeland laid waste, the people of Israel 
languish under the siege of a Babylonian captivity that would seek only to destroy 



them.   And so, God brings together a council to announce to the people of Israel, 
God’s own will for comfort and consolation to be experienced freely and 
unreservedly by all God’s people.   And so, like those whom God called first to 
announce this holy proclamation, we, the gathered people of God in this day and 
time, are called to do the same.   
 
Perhaps you, like those first council members are asking, “What shall I cry?”   
Perhaps, like them, you are even asking if such a proclamation is true?  In the midst 
of suffering and anguish, too much to bear by so many, it seems absurd to make such 
a public proclamation.   And yet, God speaks these words of comfort and assurance, 
proclamation and promise to a people desperate for redemption, desperate for 
relief, desperate for release.    
 
Each of us here can probably make a rather long laundry list of laments in our own 
life and in the lives of those we love.  Illness, mental illness, disease, betrayal, 
abandonment, loneliness, and heartbreak, of one sort or another have made their 
way into our experience.  And so we know the truth of Isaiah’s words:  All people are 
grass…  The grass withers, the flower fades…     Yes, dear God, we know this in our 
very bones.    
 
Yet our God, the God of comfort, consolation, and compassion, breaks through it all, 
time and time again.   In the midst of the fears, the losses, the doubts, and the 
suffering, one can hear the truth proclaimed once again, “Here is your God!..  God will 
feed the flock like a shepherd; God will gather the lambs in his arms, and carry them in 
her bosom, and gently lead the mother sheep.”      
 
In the midst of wildfires, senseless violence, and hateful rhetoric…   oh, how we need 
to proclaim the nature of our loving, merciful, compassionate, and comforting God…  
This God who comes, over and over again…  in the very midst of agony and anguish 
too great to bear, in the midst of danger and fear of the unknown, this God, our God, 
finds us, gathers us up in a loving embrace, and leads us safely home to God’s very 
own heart.    
 
This is the message we are given to proclaim.  This is the message we have heard 
and experienced in our own weary and worrisome lives.   This is the message our 
world needs to hear now, not only in word but also in deeds of love and self-
sacrifice, in gestures of gentleness and kindness, in acts of forgiveness and 
reconciliation, in offerings of generosity and compassion.    
 
This message may seem preposterous to many in a world where religious zealotry 
pits one image of God against another, leaving the human community fractured and 
deeply cynical.   How dare we speak of this God who promises to be present in a way  
that “all people shall see it together!” 
 
And that is precisely what the faithful people of God are being commissioned to do.  
In the face of derision and indifference, we are to speak of this God, our God, whose 



fierce compassion and care for humankind trumps the power of all the other “gods” 
who seem to falsely lay claim at all levels of human experience.    
 
On Friday, Martha and I enjoyed a wonderful visit with former parishioners from 
Connecticut who are here in San Antonio to attend a wedding.   At one point during 
our lunch, Tim asked what surprises we have discovered in our move?  Without 
hesitation, Martha and I launched into a nearly breathless list of “comforts and joys” 
we have been blessed to experience in this our new home.    
 
We rejoiced with our friends about finding a true and blessed spiritual home, of 
friendships that are deep and cherished, of the joy of work and volunteering, in the 
gift of making home, together.      
 
And we laughed about the literal learning curve of travelling the highways of San 
Antonio…  of learning about turnarounds and inner and outer loops that abound 
here.    
 
This holy season of Advent beckons us not only to the ministry of proclamation but 
also, I believe, to depart the fast-moving highways and byways for a slower, more 
deliberate and intentional journey of preparation and reflection.  When the 
destination is the priority, the highway for sure is the only realistic choice.  But if 
you and I value the joy of the journey, then the slower back roads and windy 
pathways are the better choices.   On these more leisurely paced roads and 
pathways, we are reminded of who we are, where we are going, and with whom we 
make the journey.  Perhaps we are so caught up by the sheer beauty of the 
landscape we are not even tempted to look at our watches, check our cell phones, or 
read another email or text.   On these pathways it is the joy of the journey itself 
that fills our hearts.   
 
Such is the holy season of Advent.  We can be so intent on “getting to Christmas” that 
we miss the comfort and joy that this season can offer our worn and weary hearts.  
We miss the people, the experiences, the heartbreak and the healing, and most of all, 
we miss the presence of God in the very midst of the journey we make.   
 
So, my friends, will you accept God’s own invitation to you to proclaim the comfort 
and joy, our God intends for all people?  Will you intentionally commit yourself to 
offering the gestures of kindness, compassion, mercy, and generosity that only Love 
would have us make?   Will you choose to take the “longer way” around allowing for 
the joy of noticing the beauty and the blessings that inhabit your daily lives?    
 
Comforting God, be with us on this journey.  Give us the boldness of faith ever new to 
proclaim your holy Presence.   Gentle us to leave the well-travelled pathways and 
patterns of behavior that distract us from your Presence.  Give us a spirit open only to 
the beauty and blessings we encounter all along our journey.  Open our hearts only to 

the joy of journey we make with You.   Amen.     


